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THE YEAR OF THE AUTO PO
Anniversary cover with stamp, cancel and
cachet . Postmarked 50 years to the day
after the first auto PO cancel in 1937.
(Additional story inside by Pres . Chuck) .
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President
Charles J . LaBlonde

An Exci t i n g Y ea r

I suppose some philatelists might pity us for collecting the
stamps of a country like Switzerland whose philately is so order-
ly, so lacking in excitement, so "surpriseless . " How wrong
they would be this year! It's certainly no surprise that 1987
is the 50th anniversary of the Swiss Automobile Post Offices,
but it is exciting . So far, a stamp and a cancel have appeared.
The Swiss philatelic press already published some very informa-
tive auto PO articles . A booklet is promised for later this
year . More info elsewhere in this TELL.

How about surprises? We learned recently that the SFr 2 .50
Rooster of Solothurn (Z 542) had been reprinted on non-luminous
paper with no public announcement by the PTT . Buy ads for this
variety fill the Swiss philatelic journals .

	

Got yours yet?

Just as the dust is settling on the rooster, we learn that the
50 centime domestic postcard (Z 180) exists in six varieties
of watermark and phosphor . And all six can be detected with
the naked eye, once one knows what to look for.

But there's more! All the new issues of 1987 show up with a
new, much brighter, luminous substance, commoratives and defini-
tives alike . The difference under the ultraviolet lamp is drama-
tic . Then the 50 centime coil stamp of 1970 (Z 485) shows up
with the new phosphor and black instead of blue numbers on the
back . Rumor is that the 10 centime has also been redone (black
numbers but old phosphor) and that the 20 centime (Z 484) will
not be redone . When will last year ' s definitives (Z 731, 732,
734, 736, 740, 741) appear with the new phosphor?

Welcome to the excitement of Swiss philately . . .enjoy!!!!!
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Talk
to
me!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P . TURCHIK

EDITOR NEEDED -- NOW!!!

President Chuck has asked me to get a couple of TELL' s to you, which I am
doing. This is getting to be just too big a job for me (in my present con-
dition) . I won' t give you a bunch of excuses, as I don ' t work that way.

Unless I get material early next month, there will be no TELL until a month
later than you now have been getting it . There has to be somebody that can
improve on my performance and take over.

Write BRUCE MARSDEN about SUNPEX - SUNNYVALE CONVENTION CENTER!
November 7-8 our 1987 AHPS Convention Site : Bruce Marsden, 1265 Drake Ave .,
Burlingame, CA 94014 . Plenty of free parking & easy to get to. Plan now!

Last year Helmut C. Neumann wrote about how disappointed he was not meeting
members at one of our functions . Let's not let that happen this year.

To Dick Hall. Thanks for asking Steve Weston to help with TELL . I just
have not been able to answer all of my mail . Appreciate the good work you
have been doing, Dick, even with the 3500 mile move you had to make.

H.S. Whittaker, Hon. Asst. Librarian, National Philatelic Society, 107 Char-
terhouse St., London EC1M 6PT, ENGLAND writes that he would like to acquire
copies of old TELL ' s dating back to 1975 to fulfill "the librarian's and
the collector's dream of completeness ."

Pres . Chuck says "So everybody is falling apart! " I hope that we will soon
be on the mend . We hope that same I have heard about are on the mend, partic-
ularly Jack Haefeli, Bernie Kosmoski, Dale Eggen, Felix Ganz and any other
we haven't heard about.

I didn't get anything from Harold Strong in Hawaii this time, so hope he
is well.

Got a note from Felix Ganz and Chuck LaBlonde about the LINN ' S TRENDS OF
STAMP VALUES and puzzle in the April 20, 1987 issue starting on page 40.
We notice that K. L. Katcher says that Scott is way to low in it ' s prices.

To R. L . Rainey, our thanks for continuing to send "OPTIMISTIC" items to
use in TELL. Your good cheer and superb work is what makes me continue to
enjoy collecting Swiss stamps . One tenent of the Optimist Creed is : "To
spend so much time to the improvement of yourself, that you have not time
to criticize others " certainly must be one of yours.

SUNPEX - November 7-8, SEE YOU THERE!!!
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American	 Helvetia Philatelic Society

Criteria	 for National	 Convention Grand Award

HARLAN F . STONE, Awards Chairman

1. The Helvetia National Convention Grand Award will consist of a spe-
cial award symbolic of Switzerland and an accompanying gold medal.

2. This two-part award will be available only at the society's national
conventions for the best Swiss, Liechtenstein or related eligible
exhibit by a society member.

3. The winner will retain the special award only until the selection of
another winner, but may keep the medal permanently.

4. Once an exhibit wins the grand award, it is no longer eligible for
this award at future conventions, even if the exhibit undergoes
changes or expansion.

5. The first exhibitor to win the same special award three times with
different exhibits will retire the award.

6. All society members, including previous winners of the grand award,
are eligible to compete for the award during any national convention.

7. The society's Board of Directors is responsible for the creation or
purchase of a new special award upon retirement of the previous
award .

American Helvetia Philatelic Society

Criteria for Awards at U .S . Exhibitions

Harlan F. Stone, Awards Chairman

To promote the philately of Switzerland and Liechtenstein, the American
Helvetia Philatelic Society (APS Affiliate No . 52) provides special
awards for the best exhibits in these collecting areas at philatelic
exhibitions in the United States . Exhibits of international organiza-
tions (such as the United Nations) are also eligible if at least 50
percent of the displayed material relates to offices and usage in Swit-
zerland . Helvetia has established the following criteria for judges to
follow in making the awards.

1. A bronze medal for the best exhibit at a national-level show that
participates in the APS World Series of Philately, if the show has
at least two eligible exhibits . The winner does not have to be a
Helvetia member.

2. A certificate for the best exhibit at any other national, regional
or local show, if the show has at least two eligible exhibits . The
winner does not have to be a Helvetia member.

3. A rotating national convention grand award with gold medal and one
set of gold, silver and bronze medals for the best four exhibits at
any show that hosts a national convention of Helvetia . Only the
winner of the grand award must be a Helvetia member.

4. A novice award in the form of a certificate to the first-time exhi-
bitor (not exhibit) in any show whose exhibit wins the highest show
award given to eligible exhibitors . In the event of equal show
awards for more than one novice exhibitor, Helvetia will provide a
novice award for each . The winner does not have to be a Helvetia
member.

5. Any show using Helvetia awards must send the names and addresses of
the winners to the Helvetia awards chairman for forwarding to the
membership chairman and to the editor of Helvetia ' s journal Tell.
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Helvetia Exhibit Awards

By Harlan Stone

As awards chairman for AHPS since Jan . 1, I've been analyzing and
revising our criteria to make it easier for exhibitors to win the
certificates and medals we offer throughout the United States.
The key change : there needs to be oily two Swiss, Liechtenstein
or related exhibits in a show for AHPS to provide an award . This
and other new criteria are listed below.

The special prize included in our national convention grand award
will vary over time . The first, now retired, was a hand-colored
antique map of Switzerland . The second, still in competition, is
a Swiss cross in stained glass . The third, already purchased, will
be a large pewter plate with the cantonal coats of arms in relief
around the rim.

Periodically I hope to report the successes of all AHPS exhibitors.
Although I will scan all award lists I find in the philatelic
press, my completeness must depend on word from you . Share your
display interests with the rest of us by sending me a postcard
with the subject of your exhibit, the number of pages, the name
and location of the show, and the level of your award(s).

To start, I'm reporting winners that Linn's Stamp News, Stamp Col-
lector and Stamps have listed in recent issues.

Lauretta Garabrant The Swiss Souvenir

	

INTERPEX (NY)

	

Silver
Story

Bruce Marsden

	

Pro Juventute

	

MILCOPEX (WI)

	

Silver
Harlan Stone

	

1900 & 1924 UPUs

	

BEPEX (NJ)

	

Silver
Swiss Postal Wrappers INTERPEX (NY)

	

Vermeil
Steve Turchik

	

Tell, Volume 12

	

COLOPEX (OH)

	

Silver
Tell, Volume 11

	

COLOPEX (OH)

	

Silver-
bronze

SECRETARY'S REPORT

	

RICHARD T . HALL

NEW MEMBERS:

2251 Cardinal Spellman Philatelic Museum, Massachusetts
2252 Theodore W . Kury, New York

A good number of members have had to be dropped because of non-
payment of dues . If anybody has any suggestions on how we can
get the message of paying one's dues on time, I would like to
hear from you.

Please send address changes, applications, and inquiries of
past issues of TELL to me . Thank you.

Respectfully submitted,

Richard T . Hall
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Dear Editor:

I would like to address Henry Hatz' comments in the last issue of TELL if
I may, as he refers to me and some items I have sold, in rather demeaning

terms . First of all, regarding the "Passport Stamps" I offered in one of
my recent monthly bulletins, he admits he doesn't know anything about them,
and can find nothing, so therefor these items are of no value!! Just because
he cannot find any data on these, is this a good reason to demean them?
The "Passport" stamps, were issued by the League of Nations, "High Commission

for Refugees," by the "Resolution of Geneve of May 12, 1926 ." These stamps
were issued and to be used on Identity Cards or passports, or Refugees.
They are NOT a Swiss issue per se, but a League of Nations issue! I have
seen these in exhibits around the country at various times, and also infrequ-
ently offered in European Auctions, the latest being 33 lots of these issues,
in the INTERPHILA AG auction in Wil, Switzerland, last November . They also

have been offered in the Rapp and Corinphila auctions in past years . Also,

as has always been my policy, if anyone does not want what I send them, upon
receiving their order, they can return it for full refund . And, as for an

illustration, Henry knows my monthly bulletins never have illustrations,
that is why my guarantee accompanies all items I sell, no time limit! These
passport stamps are rare, and not a "pig in a poke" as Henry states, he may
not be aware of them, but that does not mean they are not valid issues for

the League of Nations . They are valid issues, I still have a very few, would

you like to see one Henry??

Henry also mentioned the fact he saw a "regummed" item offered in my last

auction, this is a problem according to Henry, but it sold, as described,
at far below what an o .g . item would have sold, but it did sell, to someone

that wanted it, and possibly could not afford a o .g . set! Maybe you would
rather I do as a lot of other auction firms do Henry, and not mention the
fact it was regummed, and await a return, or sell to some unwary person?
I do not agree with you that a regummed stamp is a forged stamp!! That
statement is uncalled for! Anyone can soak off the gum, no harm done, and still

have genuine stamps! Would you call 19th Century stamps without gum, forged
stamps? On old stamps, I think it would be wise for them to have no gum,
quite frankly . I have seen thousands of 19th century stamps that the gum

has severely damaged the stamp . But the point is, gum has no relevance to
forgery, which according to the dictionary is "the making of a fraudulent
imitation of a thing, which is put forth as genuine ." My offer pertained
only to the gum, and the regumming was stated in the description, the stamps
were accompanied by a certificate, stating the stamps were genuine, but re-
gummed! The gum was not "put forth as genuine"!! You referto item #7 in
the APS Philatelic Code of Ethics as pertaining, I disagree, as the condition
(regummed) was clearly stated in the offers . As for subsequent sale of such
items, this is clearly up to the integrity of that individual . As in any

business, or hobby, be knowledgeable before you buy, not after . If unsure,
take time to check! Do not buy something because the price is very cheap,.
if it is too good to be true, it probably is!

Continued on page 129.
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ANNIVERSARY DINNER MENU

	

HARLAN STONE

Prepared for the first anniversary dinner of the old Helvetia Society for Collectors of Switzer-

land, Gustave A . von Gross and Henry W . Salisbury, whose names appear at the bottom, were two

of the nine charter members of the society in 1938 . The birthday party was held at a Swiss-

owned restaurant called " Weber ' s " Hofbrau at Camden, N .J . At the time von gross was 1st vice

president and editor of the society ' s " Bulletin, " and Salisbury acted as banquet chairman and

toastmaster . Von Gross was from Philadelphia and Salisbury was from Brooklyn, N .Y.

Approximately 100 attended the banquet, according to Bulletin No. 8.
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ANOTHER PHOSPHOR INCIDENT M . RUTHERFOORD

*HELVETIA NEWSLETTER, April 1987, pages 27-8, submitted by President Charles J . LaBlonde.
Used with permission.

Gradually an interesting story is unfolding . Up to now it seems that when
the usual annual printing for the 50e postcards was done about Aug/Sept last
year for the 1986/7 edition, two different suppliers were used, Biberist
(wmk Bi) and Landquart (wmk L), not an unusual occurrence . The covers of
the four-card packs were in bright green (see Fig . 1, reduced).

However, the luminescent bar to the left of the value 'stamp' gave too weak
a phosphorescent afterglow under the UV light of the automatic facing mach-
ines . So, in October 1986, the as yet undistributed postcards were over-
printed with an additional bar to the left of the first, but this was in
bright fluorescent material, i .e ., it has no persistence after the source
of UV illumination is removed . But this was not all, part of the printing
had been on cards with no watermark at all . Why we do not know yet and all
four types are on sale somewhere . Zumstein apparently considers the fourth
type to be the rarest, and is selling it at Sfr .1 .20 each . A single card,
if not identified by its coloured cover, can be from a previous year if of
the first or second type . All packets of four so far os the same type.

However, it has occurred to me that the two bars are needed for the old and
new types of facing equipment and that the PTT are saving money by doing
away with the watermark altogether.

Since writing the above the PTT have supplied some information for those
who wrote to them ; there are six versions of the 50e postcard on sale now
(Z No.180 of 1984) . These are listed below:

Number Luminescent Watermark Booklet date

-1 phos Bi 84 & 85/6
-2 phos L 86/7
-3 phos none not yet seen by me
-4 ph + fl L - 86/7
-5 ph + fl none , 86/7
-6 fluor none not yet seen by me

As I had guessed the PTT are dropping the watermark as a dandy roller is
no longer used for the new green Giro inpayment forms . The big change is
that in April all four ALF machines - in Bern, Basel, Geneve and Lausanne
- are being changed from phosphor to fluorescent UV recognition . This means
a great deal, and the postcard incident is the tip of the iceberg! All stamps
must also change . The first, the 50e coil (with black instead of blue number
on the back of every fifth stamp) appeared on the 12th Feb 1987, and all
five definitives and five commemoratives of the 10th Mar 1987 showed a strong
flour reaction, much more that the phosphor of previous issues, i .e ., as
the postcards.

What is of interest is that when the Zodiac set of twelve are reprinted they
will be a 'new' issue on the fluor paper . This also applies to the six new
Postmen definitives of last autumn . Therefore make sure you have these in
time if you want to specialise in them.
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ANOTHER PHOSPHOR INCIDENT continued.

THE YEAR OF THE AUTO PO
by Charles J . Lablonde

The first cancel applied by a Swiss mobile post office was the
Geneva Auto Show, 12 March 1937 . Since then, over 1500 cancels
have followed . In 1987 the mobile post offices are 50 years
old and the subject of a mini-celebration in Switzerland . The
BBZ already published a two part article by Joos Gartman en-
titled, "50 Years of Mobile Post Offices in Switzerland ." It
contains a good history of the vehicles and some great photos.
G . Balimann published an article in the SBZ on the cancels used
by the mobile post offices through the year, " 50 Years of Mobile
Post Office Cancels ." This article and a Pen catalog are all
you need to be a well-informed collector of these interesting

items. Balimann is also working on a book which will appear this
fall . Watch for it.
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CATALOGUE REVIEW FELIX GANZ

LES TIMBRES FISCAUX CANTONAUX DE FRIBOURG

By Denis Gainon and Robert Huerlimann . Published 1987 by the Cercle d'etude
des timbres fiscaux de la SSCEP . 36 pages plus paper cover . Price SFr.
10 ., plus SFr . 1 .50 seamail postage . Available from Robert Huerlimann,
Gruenweg 2, CH 2502 Biel, Switzerland.

The two authors are tackling Swiss cantonal fiscal (revenue) stamps one after

another . This time they went after tough (and sometimes confusing)bilingual
Canton of Fribourg. If you read some French, and if at the same time you
are a revenue stamp collector, you should be able to follow this catalogue,

priced in Swiss francs for each stamp, and illustrated at least acceptably
(photocopy illustrations are not the ideal vehicle for catalogue illustra-
tions), including varieties.

The authors claim that to date no complete research on these stamps had been

published . Thus this is a first, and since the use of the revenues in
Fribourg Canton is not necessarily easy to comprehend, there are four pages
of introductory notes and chart showing dates of laws passed in regard to
use of fiscals, and also tariffs.

The catalogue is arranged into sixteen chapters of which the first nine belong

to the group of "Droit du Timbre," and the second seven demonstrating other
groupings, such as stamps for publicly displayed posters, police, check fees,
bills of loading, and the like.

Fribourg introduced fiscal stamps in 1862, and some are still in use although
their demise apparently is imminent, according to footnotes at the end of

some chapters.

If you collect these revenue (and sometimes proof of receipt) stamps then
you should be most thankful for this little catalogue's appearance ; it organ-
izes the subject clearly and shows items never listed before.

Unfortunately the review copy was missing the central four pages ; so if you

get yours, check it right away for a possible omission.

Editor's Note : In past issues of TELL, Felix Ganz has offered to order books for AHPS members
as a service to save postage and other costs . Some of those were listed with this article (which
I was not able to run in the last TELL).
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THE CORRESPONDENCE OF THE CIVILIAN REFUGEES AND IMMIGRANTS IN
SWITZERLAND, 1939 - 1945 . AND IT'S CENSORSHIP

BY

Georges Schild

Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde

For several years I have been trying to shed some light on the area of refugee
mail censorship in Switzerland during the war years 1939 - 1945 . I spent
at least ten working days in the Swiss Federal Archives where there is much

interesting material from this period . But such is the way of research:
one finds so much of interest, so many documents, that the work is very slow.
To date I have only been through about one-third of the interesting archive

material.

There have been many recent questions on the censorship of refugee mail in
Switzerland so I write now what I have learned so far . Later the subject
will be treated in more depth.

I . THE INTERNMENT OF REFUGEES

The start of the watt found about 5700 refugees in Switzerland, among them
nearly 5000 Jews who left Austria in 1938 at the time of the "Anschluss ."

Early in the war almost no additional Jews entered Switzerland . eut, when
Germany began to deport Jews to Poland, the flow of refugees across the border
increased . The earliest refugees were turned back because Switzerland could
not accept refugees fleeing for racial reasons . However, when the true nature
and scope of the German activities became clear, further Jews were admitted.

Already in a letter of 27 .9 .39 did the question of internment camps arise.
There were 570 Jewish refugees in Basel, of which 430 were totally without

without resources . The latter were "laying around and spoiling the atmosphere
of the city ." The Army was also interested in the refugees on security

grounds and sought to support the establishment of refugee camps.

In May, 1940 three camps were established:

1. Felsberg bei Chur (Schulhaus) . For 150 people.
2. Oberglatt (Klausenhüsi) . For 50 people.
3. Geisshof bei Bremgarten AG . For 150 people.

Due to problems in the Felsberg camp--a radical communist internee was spread-
ing propaganda and corresponding directly with Moscow--censorship was instit-
uted on 25 .5 .40 . Details were laid out in a 20 .5 .40 letter from the Federal
Justice and Police Department (EJPD) . The interesting part of the text read:

"Further, we have instituted general postal control at all camps . All mail
destined for camp occupants will be delivered to the camp director who has
authority to open it . All outgoing mail must be brought unopened to the
camp Director for censorship and transport to the post office . Camp occupants
are forbidden to mail anything themselves . In order for postal censorship
to work it must be carried out by trained and experienced people . This poses
a problem for the camp director who is often too busy to act as censor.
For this reason we see a need for all or part of the censorship to be done
by military police . i .e . a military policeman will visit each camp one or
more times daily . Kindly make the appropriate arrangements for this ."

Continued on page 121.
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WAR COVERS SENT TO VENTURA COUNTY

	

STEVE TURCHIK

Can anyone tell me something about these covers . Are

they common airmail covers of the time . Interesting !!
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Dear Members,

We have again experienced problems with members receiving "Tell" to late to hid on the

Auction . When this happens I hold open the closing date, so please send in your bids even

though they might be late.
In an effort to save space and costs we will change the formate slightly and use more

abbreviations .

B/4 - Block of four

CDS - City, date cancel
SON - Smack on the Nose Cancel

FDC - First Day Cover

SSL - Stampless Cover

F, F/VF or VF - centering

SS - Souvenir Sheet
FL - Frame Line - imperfs

WM - White Margins outside frame lines - imperfs

Please note that Zumstein Catalog shows discounts for unused stamps that have been hinged.

This discount is subtracted on the values shown in the AMPS Auctions.

As always values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector Catalogs or estimated retail
unless otherwise stated.

For Auction #73 1 sfr = $ .68 and the British pound = $1 .67 . The Closing date for Auction

#73 is August 30th .

Best Regards,

William R . Lucas
P . O . Box 228

Aurora, IL 60507

LOT #	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE

1	 (Z 22A)used 4 FL almost 4 WM . Partial red cancel plus black grille

cancel . Signed Abt	 $ 75 .00 EST.

2	 29(Z 26C) 40rp . with maroon thread . Slightly smeared SON CDS BERN 18 Apr 55.

4 FL with WM . Frame line from next stamp shows at top	 $60/70 .00 EST.

3	 36(Z 22G)Unused, 3 FL,

	

WM . No gum as usual . Catalog 240 .00 sfr	 $90/100 .00 EST.

4

	

37(Z 23G)Unused, no gum which is normal . 3 FL and WM . Part of next stamp at

bottom . Good color	 $170 .00

5	 (Z 163y)Chalk	 Paper, used, CDS, V/F	 $ 20 .50

6	 219/25(Z 194/200)Unused, hinged . F/VF	 $ 69 .50

7	 256/67(Z 228/39)Unused light hinged . F/VF	 $ 37 .50

8	 524/9,540/3 & CB1(Z 490/5,505/8 & F47)Mint NH, V/F	 $ 7.75

9	 B15/7(Z WI 15/7)Unused hinged, F/VF	 $ 12 .50 Scott

10	 B100/4(Z Wll 3/6) Used CDS, VF	 $ 13 .20 Scott

11	 B191/5(Z Wll 46/50)Used CDS & machine cancels	 $ 32 .70 Scott

12	 B201/5(Z W11 51/55) Used CDS except 51 . VF	 $ 31 .15 Scott

13	 B207/11(Z WI 138/42) Used, CDS, VF	 $ 19 .30 Scott

14	 B242/6(Z W11 71/5) Used CDS, F/VF	 $ 14 .00 Scott

SOUVENIR SHEETS

15	 8178(2 Will 31) SS Mint NH, fresh ExFine, Nice	 $102 .00

16	 B105(Z Wll 12) SS Unused LU . Pretty	 $272 .00

17	 8119(Z W11 19) SS Unused LH . Neat & fresh	 $ 54 .50

18 _242(Z Will 11) SS Mint NH Corner clipped 	 $ 88 .50

19	 B178(Z W111 31) SS Mint NH 	 $102 .00

20	 226(Z Will 1) SS Unused Hinged	 $809 .00

21	 B143(Z W111 21) SS Unused LH	 $234 .00

22

	

B206(Z W111 32)Mint SS NH Very nice	 $391 .00

AIR MAIL - POSTAGE DUE

23	 C13/4(Z F 14/5) Used, CDS F/VF	 $163 .00

24	 C14(Z F 15Z) Used small parts of 2 CDS . VF . Grilled gum	 $ 95 .00

25	 C25a(Z F 24) Mint Nil, F/VF . Vermillion surcharge . Rare	 $170 .00

AHPS MAIL AUCTIO N
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- LOT	 DESCRIPTION --

	

-

	

-	

	

----- ---

	

VALUE
26

	

J13(7 P	 13K) Used,

	

light CDS BERN

	

6 .1V .83 very small

	

parts of

	

2 other CUS.
Perfs just meet frame at right . Granite paper	 $391 .00

27

	

J34(Z P278)

	

Unused

	

light hinge, perfs just meet frame at top	 $

	

47 .50
28

	

J35/43(Z P29/37) Unused hinged, F .

	

J38 has one

	

short perf 	 $ 24 .50
29

	

Z306,357)

	

Type

	

"A"

	

T in circle, V/F	 $ 6 .00

OFFICALS

	

-

	

OFFICALS

30	 2057/60(Z Dlll 57/60) Used, nice CDS, VF	 $ 18 .50 Scott

31	 3080/2(Z DIV 81/3) Used, VF . 3 & 10 frs wavy line cancel, 5FR light CDS.
10 FR double print	 $ 49 .00

32	 3094/99(Z DIV 95/100) Mint NH, VF	 $ 10 .00

33	 4040/5(Z DV 40/5) Mint NH, VF 	 $ 10 .00

34

	

5024(Z D VI 24) Unused LH, F/VF 	 $ 13 .50
35	 5026/31(Z DV) 26/31) Mint NH, VF	 $ 8 .25

36

	

7028/30 & 1001/6(Z DV11 28/30 & DX 1 1/6) Mint NH, VF	 $ 8 .25

COVERS - COVERS

37

	

_SIC ZURICH to LONDON, Dec. . 8, 1853, black thimble CDS fine strike, French

transit mark at BASEL, ZURICH PD mark, LONDON paid mark all weak or unreadable$ 3/6 .00 EST.

38	 SLC ZURICH to LONDON, Aug . 17, 1850 . Winkler #1274 fine, #2416 on back poor,

French transit mark only good, LONDON arrival on back poor 	 $ 3/6 .00 EST.

39

	

Cover with B/4 488 8 B372, singles 486, 490 (Z B/4 456 & W1 222, singles 452,

455) to California . Light CDS	 $ 8.25

40	 B179/82(Z WI 125/28) First Day Cover . Local first day cancel on airmail cover

from MOLLIS to NEW YORK . Cover has light creases 	 $102 .00
41	 B232/6(Z Wll 66/70)On air mail cover from ZURICH to LONDON 	 $ 33 .50
42	 B329/33(Z W1 200/2, 203L & 204L First Day Cover, Official cacheted FDC of the

mixed paper type . VF condition	 $ 10 .25

43

	

B329/33(Z WI 200L/4L) First Day Cover to MONTREAL . All stamps on
fluorescent paper	 $ 47 .50

44	 National Unies Postal Stationary . 2 post cards and an Air Letter V/F condition .$ 5 .00 EST.

45	 Flight Cover SF 57 .3a Zurich to Tokyo . Cachet cover . Arrival postmark of

Tokyo on front	 $ 16 .50

46	 1981 Flight Covers (SF 81 .6e) in booklet .

	

5 Covers for special flights to mark

the 50th anniversary of Swiss Air Transport Co 	 $ 24 .00

BOOKLETS

	

-

	

BOOKLETS

PTT Presentation Booklet .

	

Two 8/4 306 8 4022

	

(Z 275 & D V 22)unused,VF 	 $ 5/10 .00 EST.

PTT Gift Presentation Booklet #1 . 355/8

	

(Z 324/7)Unused hinged to booklet .VF$ 5/10 .00 EST.

PTT Gift Presentation Booklet #6 . 359/67(Z 328/31) Unused hinged to booklet .VF $ 5/10 .00 EST.

PTT Gift Presentation Booklet #8 . 363/4(Z 332/3) Unused hinged to booklet .

	

VF$ 5/10 .00 EST .

MISCELLANEOUS

	

51

	

232(Z 215y) used, CDS, F/VF . Plate Fault Pal, missing cross 7 clouds	 $ 12 .25

	

52	 (Z K 12)Used VF centering . CDS wavy line cancel	 54 .50

	

53	 (Z K 15) Used F/VF . Single CDS cancel . Perfs between stamps reenforced.

Catalogs 100 sfr	 $ 25/30 .00 EST.

	

54	 230(Z 242y with Control Numbers . 3 diff . legible	 $ 30 .50

	

55	 230B(Z 257y with Control Numbers . 4 diff . 2 legible	 $ 21 .75

	

56

	

232(Z 215y with control numbers . 6 diff . 4 legible	 $ 32 .75

	

57	 Same as above 5 diff . 3 legible	 $ 27 .25

	

58	 315/6, 324/5, 335, 372/4 & 368 Mint NH, F/VF centering . 315/6 attached pair .$ 10 .75

	

59	 Swiss PTT trial prints in folder 	 $ 5 .00 EST.

	

60

	

The Amateur Collector Catalog 1986 	 $ 5.00 EST.

	

61	 Zumstein Swiss/Liechtenstein 1986 Catalog	 $ 5.00 EST.

	

62	 Zumstein Specialized Catalog 1975 Edition Excellant Condition 	 $ 15 .00 EST.

It's our needs that bring us together.

Do you want to consign stamps to our next auction?

47
48

49

50
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AHPS CONVENES AT SUNPEX

The 1987 Annual Convention of the American Helvetia Philatelic
Society will be held in conjunction with SUNPEX '87 on November
7-8, 1987 at the Sunnyvale Community Center, 550 East Remington
Avenue, Sunnyvale California.

To obtain an exhibition prospectus, please write to:

EXHIBIT CHAIRMAN
P 0 Box 60082

Sunnyvale, CA 94088

If you can attend, please write me for a package of hotel, travel
and sightseeing information for the surrounding silicon valley
area :

Bruce Marsden
1265 Drake Avenue

Burlingame, CA 94010

A general Society meeting is planned for Saturday morning at
11 :00 AM . (For more information, see April, 1987 issue of
TELL . Inside back cover . Thank you).

FIFTEEN MONTHS IN 1980???

A SOLITARY MINI-AD in the June issue
of TELL asked for any impossible or pro-
hibited postal usages. Let's consider this
curiosity, resulting from a mistake in set-
ting numbers on the dater reel . The nor-

mail order would be day-month-year-hour. (From the K-cancel collection
of R .L . Rainey, cover has postage for airmail under 10 grams .)
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INFORMATION IS WHERE YOU FIND IT .

	

CHARLES J . LABLONDE

Many of our members ask for more information on the new cancels
we illustrate in each TELL . We have good intentions in this
area but finding the time and talent to describe new cancels
has proven difficult .

	

Sometimes, though, a gold mine of infor-
mation shows up in an unexpected place . The text shown below
appeared in a recent Sunday newspaper in the travel section.
The annual horse fair in Saignelegier has a yearly machine cancel
in group 4 .5 .

	

And Saint Ursanne has its own K-cancel (K302a).
Like the title says, info is where you find it.

Ana no matter what some peo-
ple say, the Jura's biggest event of
the year is not the September In-
dependence Day parade in Dele-
mont, but the annual horse fair in
Saignelegier . Every second
weekend of August . up to 50.000
breeders and horse lovers gather
for the two-day festival.

Saturday morning is reserved
for the presentation and classifi-
cation of 400 quality horses : the
afternoon is set aside for
equestrian awards and racing (yes, bet-
ting is allowed).

Sunday is the highlight of the
festival, with a nonstop show
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m . : country
quadrilles and an equestrian
display, a parade of the prize-win-
ning horses, a folkloric procession
with 300 horses and five bands,
cart races (pulled by one, two or
four horses abreast) and the fam-
ous country races where local girls
and boys race bareback . . . . A cou-
ple of new additions to the town
are the very modern train station
and the multimillion-dollar sports
complex a few minutes walk from
the fairground . The complex
houses a massive ice-skating rink
(where you can rent skates),
swimming pool, gymnastics cen-
ter, restaurants, beds for student
groups staying overnight, weight
rooms . etc. . . . In Bellelay, not far
from the 18th-century abbey, you
can sample the local cheese - Tete
de Moine - first produced centur-
ies ago by the monks . It 's a semi-
hard cheese you don't cut, but
scrape .

The picturesque town of Saint-
Ursanne, with Its magnificent
church on the banks of the Doubs,
has remained veritably
unchanged since the 19th century.
The little medieval town owes its
origin to the pious hermit Ursi-
cinus who lived here at the end of
the 6th century. Off the main
road, the recently restored Colle-
giate Church and museums at-
tract thousands of visitors annu-
ally . . . . as do the early 17th-cen-
tury fountain with statue of St.
Ursicinus in the main square, and
the greatly restored 15th-century
town hall. On the mountainside
toward the north of the town is
the Hermitage of St. Ursanne and
the hardly visible ruins of the cas-
tle that belonged to the nobles of
Saint-Ursanne. . . . If you enjoy
trout, this is the place.

And no matter what some peo-
ple say, the Jura's biggest event of
the year is not the September In-
dependence Day parade in Dele-
mont, but the annual horse fair in
Saignelegier . Every second
weekend of August, up to 50,000
breeders and horse lovers gather
for the two-day festival.

Saturday morning is reserved
for the presentation and classifi-
cation of 400 quality horses : the
afternoon Is set aside for

equestrian awards and racing (yes, bet-
ting is allowed).

Sunday is the highlight of the
festival, with a nonstop show
from 10 a .m . to 5 p .m . : country
quadrilles and an equestrian dis-

play, a parade of the prize-win-
ning horses, a folkloric procession
with 300 horses and five bands,
cart races (pulled by one, two or
four horses abreast) and the fam-
ous country races where local girls
and boys race bareback . . . . A cou-
ple of new additions to the town
are the very modern train station
and the multimillion-dollar sports
complex a few minutes walk from
the fairground . The complex
houses a massive ice-skating rink
(where you can rent skates),
swimming pool, gymnastics cen-
ter. restaurants, beds for student
groups staying overnight . weight
rooms, etc . . . . In Bellelay, not far
from the 18th-century abbey, you
can sample the local cheese - Tete
de Moine - first produced centur-
ies ago by the monks . It' s a semi-
hard cheese you don't cut, but
scrape.

The picturesque town of Saint-
Ursanne, with its magnificent
church on the banks of the Doubs,
has remained veritably
unchanged since the 19th century.
The little medieval town owes its
origin to the pious hermit Ursi-
cinus who lived here at the end of
the 6th century. Off the main
road, the recently restored
Collegiate Church and museums at-
tract thousands of visitors annu-
ally.

Traveling in horse-drawn
gypsy wagons is a novel way to
see the Jura, but we opted for
the local trains and hiked when
necessary. For additional infor-
mation, write to the Swiss Na-
tional Tourist Office. 608 Fah
Ave ., New York, NY 10020:
telephone (212) 757-5944.
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SALES CIRCUIT NOTES EMIL L . TOBLER

SALES CIRCUIT NOTES

As of May 9 there are 7 active circuits . Only two new circuits
were put out in the last two months due to a lack of material.
New material from several sellers is expected soon, so activity
should pick up in the next couple of months.

SELLERS--OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS

Because our inventory in most categories is low or non-existant,
new material in needed categories will probably be circulated
very soon after receipt .

	

The result is that sellers will likely
receive their proceeds more promptly than usual . If you haven't
got enough material in one, or two related categories to fill
a sales book, use a half book . Pages may be left blank in full
size books provided the net sale value is $50 or more ($25 for
half books).

NEEDED CATEGORIES : Cross/numeral, standing Helvetia, 1900 UPU,
Tell and Son, Helvetia bust/sword, regular postage 1907-1987,
ST & TB pairs, airmail, Pro Patria and Pro Juventute, souvenir
sheets, officials, postage dues, telegraph, railway, Campione,.
hotels, soldiers, and all cover material on cover except post
1960 FDC's.

BUYERS--PATIENCE IS WELL REWARDED

Buyers whose circuit participation forms showed limited interests
will receive ,circuits only infrequently . The purchases made
by most buyers who receive circuits irregularly clearly show
a high level of interest in the material they do receive .

	

The
wait is worthwhile.

NEW BUYERS AND SELLERS ARE MORE THAN WELCOME TO CIRCUIT SALES.
INFORMATION ON BUYING AND SELLING IN THE CIRCUITS WILL BE

SENT BY RETURN MAIL UPON RECEIPT OF AN SASE.

EMIL L . TOBLER
MANAGER, AHPS SALES

P .0 .8 . 26
BRADFORD, RI 02808
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Continued from page 114.

So the censorship duty was assumed by military police starting 25 .5 .40.
On 3 .2 .41 the Chief of Staff wrote to the EJPD as follows : "In your letter
of 20 .5 .40 you suggested that postal censorship in the refugee camps be per-
formed by military police . We have undertaken this as of 25 .5 .40	 The
function of postal censorship appears to me to be a very important . There-
fore, it would be best not to delegate this function to mobile Army units
which continue to change location . Instead, I plan to give the function
to a unit stationed near the camps . Rules will be established to have the
police section of the army staff carry out the censorship ."

On 8 .2 .41 the Chief of the Army General Staff, Huber, wrote : "1.Beginning
15.2 .41 censorship in the refugee camps will be carried out by the police
section of the territorial militia . The military police are relived of this

function . 2 . The same censorship rules will apply as apply in the military
prison camps ."

From this moment on the police section of the territorial militia was res-
ponsible for the censorship, a fact which can often be noted in the postal
markings (see following tables).

The Communist agitation did not end however : the leisure time groups were
highly political and this could not be tolerated . EJPD Circular of 1 .6 .42
directed that : 1 . The publication of a camp newspaper is forbidden . 2.
The leisure time groups are dissolved . Punishment for violation of these
rules was immediate return to country of origin regardless of personal condi-
tions . The threat was very effective.

The stream of refugees got so large in the late fall of 1942 that the Army
had to help the border guards . In a territorial militia letter of 7 .10 .42
the daily number of refugees arriving in Geneva was estimated to be 100.
Of the nearly 1400 refugees interned in Geneva, 120 were sent daily to the
camp at Büren an der Aare, the only really large barracks camp in Switzerland.
That camp was used in 1940 to house some of the soldiers of the 2nd Polish
Jaegerdivision which was interned with the 45th French Corps Daille in June
1940 . Total capacity at Büren an der Aare was 4000 persons.

In the same letter was the following list of refugee camps:

District 1 : Geneva Camp des Charmilles and Camp de Varembé
Bussigny and Moudon (capacity 400 together)

District 2 : Camp Les Geneveys-sur-Coffrane (160)
District 3 : Camp Eriswil (150)
District 4 : Camp Schauenburg, Bad (100)

Camp Büsserach SO (200 - 250)

District 6 : Camp Eugsterthal (231)
Camp Girenbad ZH (250 "as of next Friday")

District 7 : Camp Munchwilen-Oberhof (250)
District 10 :

Camp Martigny (100) and aigle (200) A further 200
lived in the Grand Hotel, Bex.

In addition, the following installations were in existence:

-Witzwil (Linderhof, 100, for German deserters)
-Les Vernes and Sugiez (located at the Bellechasse Prison)
-Gordola (for extreme leftists)
-Cossonay (for Dutch, 150), with a 20 man detachment in Arosa
-Murimoos (for military and civilian refugees from Axis countries, 100)
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A . MARKS WITHOUTCAMP NAMES

LANGENBRUCK

GIRENBAD

GUTSCH/ Luzern

BÜSSERACH SO

LOSTORFoderAmpfernhöhe

BURENan der Aare

MÜNCHWILEN

GENF - Charmilles

BUREN on der Aare

Büren on der Aare (1942, 1943)

GENF -Camp de Champel (1944)

Moudon ( 1942 )

GENF (?)

MARTINI (?) oder BUREN o.d.A.
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B . MARKS WITH NAME OF CAMP OR CENSOR OFFICE

GENF

GENF

ZURICH (für Lager Im Kanton Zürich
sowie Im Kanton Thurgau)

LUZERN, LagerGütsch

LUZERN, Lager Gütsch

GIRENBAD

BALERNA

BELLINZONA

HASENBERG ob Widen
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C. CENSORSHIP TAPES FOR REFUGEE MAIL

To date only one single censor tape is known for this mail . It has the same
text as the tape used for military prisoners of war, but it was printed on
colored paper and was printed one at a time (?) in the size 101 X 30mm.
At the lower right is a five digit number, 44054 or 45139 . Others are still
unknown . All letters seen bearing this tape have also had Roman numbers
( i.e., XI / XII / XIII / XVI ) . These are probably censor numbers . Letters
with plain brown tape, used by censors, are known from many camps.

D. TAGS CONCERNING RATIONED ITEMS

Refugees were forbidden from sending rationed items . This was noted in German
on a green tag with black text and in French on a dark rose tag in blue-violet
text.
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E . OTHER CENSOR MARKS

There is only one example known in this category, one which notes that censor-
ship is unnecessary . It is on a letter from the Italian Legation in Bern
to a civilian internee in Pian San Giacome (work camp).

II . THE MAIL OF FRENCH REFUGEES FROM JUNE 1940

Due to the sudden fall of France a number of civilians entered Switzerland
along with the 45th Army Corps . Most settled in Canton Freiburg around
Romont . It appears that the mail of these civilians was postage free ; whether
this was totally true I am not sure. In any case, many letters exist with
the mark "FRANC DE PORT - INTERNE CIVIL" and similiar . Examples of censorship
on this mail is unknown. Sample markings on mail to and from these internees
are shown below and on the next page.
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III . SPECIAL CAMP 1 ON SCHWARZSEE

In any discussion of military and civilian internees one group is not in-

cluded, a group about which little is known ; the so-called partisans . Nobody

was sure of the status of these people which led one high official to write
on 27 .12 .43 : "One must understand that it is difficult to distinguish between
true partisans and plunderers . One can ask if the real goal of some par-

tisan leaders is not anarchy leading to their own political ends ." In other

In other words were they military or civilian -- or both?

In fall of 1944 many partisans appeared out of the Ossola Valley in Switzer-
land . They were first put into a quarantine camp in Gurnigel-Bad . There
it was determined that this group of "freedom fighters" was really a band
of robbers (from a camp commandant report of 22 .11 .44) . After the quarantine
period these Italian "partisans" were sent to Special Camp 1 am Schwarzsee
in Canton Freiburg. The mail which was postfree, was censored as shown below.
This censor mark is similiar to one used earlier in Buren a . d . Aare.
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-Oberglatt (for escaped Yugoslav prisoners of war, 50)
-Leysin Internment Home "Les Proles," for 50 sick refugees

incapable of work
-Raron (for Allied countries, 100)
-Bellinzona and Pian San Giacomo (civilians)
-Dietikon (school for refugees)
-Locarno (work camp "Nuova Locarno")
-Thalheim (work camp)
-Vouvey/VS (work camp)

The installations in Gordola, Murimoos, Cossonay, Oberglatt, Sumiswald,
Leysin, Raron, Locarno, Dietikon, Vouvray and Thalheim all reported to the
Central Office for Work Camps in Zürich, and organization which in turn

reported to the Federal Department of Justice and Police. The entire refugee
situation belonged to this Department=Ministry.

By means of a 28 .1 .43 circular a three week quarantine period was instituted
for all refugees to prevent the immediate transfer of information to consuls

and other diplomats . Refugees had been passing along important information

such as escape routes and this was causing friction with' the Germans . I

do not know if any refugees were able to pass information during the three
week quarantine.

For the Dutch the Quarantine was served in the Sumiswald camp which held
40 persons.

Whether the mail was censored in every camp is still not clear . I have seen

large amounts of mail which show no signs of censorship . But, it appears

that all mail from the refugee and immigrant camps was censored . Mail from

these camps is extraordinarily rare ; I estimate that in my 20 years of re-
searching this area I have seen only 100 letters, original or copy . It is
amazing that I have never seen such a letter in a Judaica collection, despite
the fact that some camps were designated for the Jews (i .e . Büren an der

Aare) . It seems that one forgets these camps or that, due to scarcity, one

cannot find the letters.

The next two pages show the known censor marks from refugee camps in Switzer-
land . First are those without the camp name, then those with the name of

the camp or of the censor office.

"APPEALED TO ALL COLLECTORS"

	

Howard A . Bauman

Dear Editor:

Here's a bit worth mentioning . It was reported on one of our recent slide
show reports.

The WINTHROP STAMP CLUB meeting continuously since its founding 52 years

ago has always had from 20 to 30 members, a terrific group of people sharing
their knowledge.

"The narrative by Dr. Ganz was superbly clear and well thought out . The
members thought the presentation was terrific . This was our second AHPS
slide show. I have been requested to order another for our next quarter.

I appealed to all collectors - not only the Swiss ."

		

Richard W . Blaney
AHPS # 1882
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Ed Chalfant, continued fron page 108.

And finally, one small comment on your paragraph about auctions, you mentioned

all auctions should have "Minimum Bids" shown . When a dealer sells via
auction he needs to protect the seller, by getting the best possible price
for him, for his material, in order to have a source for future material

for auction. If you give everything away, you will soon have no material

to sell . If a seller via my auctions, wishes to state a minimum, he can,
but not necessary, of course . If his minimum is too high, I tell him before

the items are entered, if too low, my "estimates" will protect him . Also,

some sellers do not want the minimum bid published, and some do . I leave

it up to them. My estimates are not based on anything but the market, less

approx . 20% or so, as stated in my "Terms." Many times sellers have not
been in the hobby for many years, and know very little about current prices,

and rely on my experience for valuation . Buyers generally become sellers
someday, and they expect the best price for their stamps . This I do, and

after 48 Swiss Auctions, I have not had but five or six complaints in 17
years of holding Auctions! It must work! I'm not speaking for others, just
my own policy, heaven knows there are many problems out there with auctions.
I keep mine to a minimum by being fair to buyers and sellers.

Sincerely yours,

Ed Chalfant
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